
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LAND ROLLERS 
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High pressure 4” x 24” 

hydraulic wing cylinders, with 

cylinder float.                       

No lock-up required. 

Shock Absorbers in hitch 

assembly allow for greater 

ground speeds by minimizing 

for & aft pitching action when 

in field position.              

Patent Pending 
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Model “VS” Series 

Smyth “VS” series land rollers incorporate all the 
necessary design features to make it last for many 

years to come. Features like 1½” diameter 

(greaseable) wing pivot pins, 4 extra wide wheel lift 
bushings, 4” x 4” x ¼” wall tube frame, 30”dia rollers, 
3/8” thick main drum and 7/16” thick wings with 5/16” 
thick reinforced ends, heavy duty industrial hydraulic 
cylinders, as well as adjustable scrapers are just 
some of the great advantages of owning a Smyth 
roller! 

Safety features like transport 

lighting and over center latch on 

lift axle are just some of the 

items that come standard on 

Smyth land rollers. 

Heavy duty 2” bearings 

with ductile housing. 

High pressure 4” x 10” 

cylinder with unique over 

center lift requires no lock-

ups and sequences unfold ie: 

wings completely unfold 

before center drum is 

lowered. Patent Pending 

 

Available widths: 22’ to 34’ 
Weight per foot: 265 lbs/ft 
Transport width: 13’ 6” 
Transport height: 8’ 6” to 14’ 2” 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Full floating wing 

in folded position 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Model “XS” Series 

Our one of a kind X-Fold model comes loaded with features 
not found on other rollers. For example, adjustable scrapers, 
transport lighting, adjustable tongue and 2” wing pivot pins are 
all part of the package! 
What makes this model so unique is the over-center lift linkage 
system. There is no need for lock up’s on lift or wings. 
With a 4-wheel mono frame design, there is virtually no tongue 
weight, which makes it ideal for pulling behind other 
implements. When folded, the “XS” is extremely 
maneuverable, which makes backing up and sharp turns a 
breeze. These rollers are very compact with the tongue folded 
upright. A 42’ roller will sit on a 14’ sq. foot print (14’ x16’ for 
larger models) for easy storage!  

 

 

Compact X-Fold 
design means easy 
storage and 

maneuverability. 

 

Main drums are 30” x 3/8” wall pipe, 7/16” thick wings 
drums with 5/16: reinforced end plates and 2” 
greaseable pins for wing hinge. 

 

Over - centering four-bar lift 
assembly requires no lock-up’s for 
transport. 
 

Heavy duty 2” 

bearings with ductile 

housing. 

 

Available widths: 30’ to 47’ 
Weight per foot: 280 lbs/ft 
Transport width: 14’ (over 44’ is 16’) 
Transport height: 9’ 6” to 14’ 6” 

 

Wing Lift Cylinders: 
4½” x 54” trunnion mount 

4” x 28” Raise & Lower Lift 
Cylinders 

 

12’ main section for 

up to 43’ rollers & 44’ 

and up, have 14’ 

main section. 



The Benefits of Land Rollers 

Land rollers have always played a key role in most 
types of farming operations. Now more than ever, 
farmers are finding more advantages to rolling all 
types of crops.  Not only for firming soils around 
seed, and to give good seed- to- soil contact, but 
also to press stones into the ground to protect 
forage and harvest equipment. Rolling new crops at 
key times, before or after emergence, can also help 
retain moisture for better yields in dry conditions. 
Farmers have also found fall rolling to be extremely 
beneficial in breaking down heavy stalk crops over 
the winter months.  
Corn, soybeans, wheat, and everything in between, 
think Smyth Land Rollers for all your rolling needs! 
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